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Abstract : Very low frequency signals (VLF) which are observed by DEMETER satellite is often corrupted by
atmospheric and manmade noise. These noises affect the quality of the VLF signal. So for quality improvement
denoising of VLF signal is must. The denoising methods which are used for VLF signal often consider noise
nature as Gaussian. But the nature of atmospheric and manmade noise is non-gaussian. Due to this fact
denoising methods which are considering noise nature as Gaussian is not effective for the denoising of VLF
signals. So in the present work we applied a statistical signal processing method for the denoising of noise
being non-Gaussian is known as the independent component analysis (ICA) in which signal and noise
considered to be independent and non-Gaussian.ICA based preprocesses boost the higher order correlation
(bispectrum).This study also shows improvement in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and visualized the
suppressed frequency of VLF signals in the spectrogram.
Keywords - Denoise,Gaussian,Independent componemt analysis

I.

Introduction

The analysis of radio of Very Low Frequencies (VLF) (2–20 kHz)generated by lighting discharge,
earthquake, volcanic eruptions, dust storm, tornadoes, nuclear explosions or manmade transmitters[1], is useful
for the study of dynamics of the Earth’s ionosphere and magnetosphere as well as subterranean imagine, global
communications and navigation[2].This signal is classified on the basis of their spectral characteristics[37]
.Visualization and identification of spectral characteristic is possible through dynamic spectral analysis
(spectrogram) of the VLF signals. Unfortunately the presences of the noise in VLF data distort the
characteristics of the signal resulting in poor quality of any subsequent processing. This noise content is
generated by the ionosphere because it is affected by various geophysical phenomena such as solar activities,
earthquake, volcanic eruption, due to manmade noise and the surrounding of data producing system itself. Many
scientists reported that few days before the earthquake occurs, noise content in VLF signal increases[3],[4]due
to which signal to noise ratio(the ratio of the VLF signal to the background noise) of VLF signals significantly
gets depressed. On the other side in VLF signals the man made noise is originated by human technologies and it
is found that these noises are strongly dependent on the distance from the sources (power lines, radio, TV
communication installations and other [5].
In this work we have studied Very low frequency (VLF) observed by DEMETER (Detection of Electro
Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) satellite which allows the detection and recognition
of the natural plasma waves and facilitate retrieval of their main characteristic features such as frequency range,
peak and cutoff frequencies, power intensity [6] but the detected electromagnetic emission and propagated
signals are corrupted by noise and other artificial influences [7]. According to this finding such VLF signals is
also embedded with noise and it is found that the average noise level in this frequency range is in the order of
0.05µVm-1Hz-1 [8].
Therefore before analysis of VLF data removal of noise is must. Removing the noise from the data can
be considered as the process of constructing optimal estimates of the unknown signal from the available noisy
data[9].There are several methods for denoising of data such as Wiener filter, short-time Fourier based methods
and the latest one is wavelet shrinkage or threshold. Wiener filter technique and Short-time Fourier based
methods are good for stationary signal denosing[10]. Recently wavelet transform is used for the denoising of
non-stationary signals because of its good localization in time and frequency domain [11] but wavelet transform
fail to denoise the signals in the non-Gaussian environments [38]. It happened because conventional signal
processing techniques based on the first and second order statistics and optimized only Gaussian noise but
degrade their performances in non-Gaussian environments. Higher Order Statistics (HOS) is a powerful tool for
characterizing and modeling non-Gaussian noise and studies shows that VLF signals are non-Gaussian and nonstationary in nature [12], so for the denoising of VLF signals in this work we have used Independent component
analysis (ICA) which is involving higher order statistics [35]for denoising the VLF signals. Independent
component analysis has pronounced for the blind source separation problems (BSS) [35]. During the last few
years, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) techniques have gained special attention and development [13],
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[14]. ICA is introduced in the early 1980s; it is an entropy based method[15] and introduced to separate
mixtures of the neurophysiologic signals[16].ICA was originally developed to deal with problems that are
closely related to the cocktail-party problem[35].The main aim of this method is to find out the unknown
independent source signals that have been linearly mixed in the medium by using 4th-order statistical
properties[17].These mixed signals work as the input of ICA algorithm[18].On the other side the correlation based algorithms such as principal component analysis (PCA)based on second order statistics but ICA not only
applies second-order statistics but reduces the higher –order dependencies with the aim of making the signals
statistically independent[18],[19].The statistical method on which ICA is based is the probability distributions
and the cumulants of the mixtures ICA techniques have been widely used in feature extraction
problems[20],[21],[39]source separation and denosing. Many scientists used ICA for denoising of the EEG
signal[22]HRV signals[23], Speech signals[24]and functional optical imaging signal[38].Study of seismic signal
is also done by ICA[15][25],[26],[27].The purpose of this paper is to study the VLF signal after denoising by
ICA and evaluate the performance and computational complexity of ICA for VLF signals.

II.

Theoretical Frame work

For the brief mathematics explanation of the ICA let us suppose that n different signals
y= [y1, y2, y3…yn]'.
Now hypothesize that the n signals are linear mixture of m mutually statistically independent unknown signals
s= [s1, s2, s3…sm]'.
Components of s must be non-Gaussian and this mixing is done by an unknown nxm matrix A. This mixing is
essentially due to different position of satellite, path, instrumental transfer function etc. If the mixing has to be
linear, nothing is assumed with respect to the source signals, which can be generated by linear or nonlinear
dynamic system[28].Formally the mixture of the source signals is modeled by

or
The statistical model in Eq. 1 is called ICA model[29].Where A represent an nxm mixing matrix. For solving
the ICA, A must be non-singular or full column rank when m=n or m>n, respectively. Here we supposing that m
is equal to the n. y is an observed n-dimensional vector and s is an m-dimensional random vector whose
components are mutually independent. The aim of ICA is to calculate the separating matrix W=A-1 in such a
way that the x=Wy is an estimate x~s of the original independent signals.
The properties of the ICA model is as follows [19]:
1. The independent components must be non-Gaussian for the ICA to be possible.
2. The number of linear mixed signals must be at least as large as the number of source signals.
3. The mix matrix A must be full column rank.
4. Variances (energies) of the independent components are not determined by the ICA.
5. We can not determine the order of the independent components
The basic principles of ICA estimation based on the Central limit theorem (CLT), according to that under
certain condition, distribution of a sum of non-Gaussian random variables tends toward a Gaussian distribution
[35]. If two or more two variables have Gaussian distribution they are independent and uncorrelated. Hence the
main aim of ICA model is to maximize the non-Gaussianity to extract the independent component. The good
measures of non-Gaussianity is given by the kurtosis or by the negentropy which are defined as
(Kurtosis)
(Negentropy)
Where E {} denote the expectation of x. H(x) and xgauss are differential entropy and Gaussian random vector of
the same mean and covariance as x respectively. Several algorithm were proposed for ICA by [30],[31] ,[32].In
this work we used fixed point algorithm –FastICA[29]and Mean field ICA[33]both .Firstly we focus on
FastICA, following steps are engage for sources separation in this Frist we make the y a zero-mean variable by subtract its mean vector this process is known as centering
represented as
m=E{y}
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Now by the linearly transform of observed vector y we obtain a new vector y
which is white, i.e. its
components are uncorrelated and their variances are equal to unity(E{y y
} =I).This can be done by linearly
multiplying y with some matrix V
z =Vy
so that we obtain a new vector z that is white. It is called Whitening
After these two processes we choose the initial unit vector w such that the projection of wTz maximizes the
non-Gaussianity of the single estimated source s.

In this algorithm the w is finding as wE{z g (w T z )}-E{g’(w T z )}w, ww/
(y) = tanh (y) and g’(y) is derivative with respect to y

where g is defined as g

The above method is applicable only in the case of noise less ICA. If independent component are noise
corrupted then noisy ICA model can be expressed by
y= As+n
where n=(n1,n2……nm) the noise vector .If noise is one of the independent component then denosing is done
by basic ICA but denosing the independent components(ICs) is done by MAP(maximum a posterior) or by
sparse code shrinkage[35].We are using Mean Field ICA(MFICA)[33]which is based on the MAP algorithm for
denosing the ICs. In this algorithm sources are estimated by their posterior mean while maximum a posterior are
used for the mixing matrix(A) and noise covariance(Σ) as

The above procedures are derived from expectation maximization (EM)-type algorithm. The expectation step is
solved by using different mean field approaches such as variational , linear response and adaptive TAP. The MF
theories produce estimates of posterior source correlations of increasing quality which is needed for
maximization step for the estimate the mixing matrix and the noise[33]. A thorough description of the theory of
the method is given in Ref.[33].ICA based MAP denoising in capable to denoise the non-Gaussian signals
corrupted by a Gaussian/non-Gaussian noise[24].
For the evaluation of performance of this method statistical and efficiency test are conducted. Statistical testing
of proposed algorithm is done by SNR (signal to noise ratio) of original and denoised signal are computed.
Denoising is successful when post SNR if higher than the pre SNR [36]. It is defined as the ratio of signal power
to noise power of corresponding signal.

The computation efficiency of this algorithm is computed by the mean square error (MSE) which measures the
amount by which the estimator differs from the quantity to be estimated. The mathematical formula of MSE
defines as [22]:
MSE =
For a perfect fit, I(x, y) = I’(x,y) and MSE = 0; so, the MSE index ranges from 0 to infinity, with 0
corresponding to the ideal[22].

III.

Result and Discussion

For the study of VLF signals by ICA we have considered three electric field VLF signals observed by
ICE (Instriment Champ Electrique) payload of the French Micro Satellite DEMETER launched on June 29,
2004 of different latitude and longitude, within the band width between 2 kHz to20 kHz and sampling frequency
40 kHz. The signals had the length of 16384 samples. As we point out in section 2 for the work with ICA the
signal must be non-Gaussians for which we computed kurtosis value of these three signals, that are given in
table(1) which shows that these signals are super Gaussian(non-Gaussian) which indicate that ICA is expected
to work with VLF signals. The basic model of ICA needs several mixtures of independent components (ICs) as
input signals. If number of sensors/channels is more than one their signals are adopted as instantaneous mixtures
like ECG signals, fMRI signals and EEG signals. In the case of single sensor an alternative way is to consider as
input matrix in the mixture of many signals which are reproduced by same process. This has been done by many
scientists [15],[25] ,[27].These signals are mixed by 3x3 random matrixes whose elements are chosen from
uniformly distributed random numbers within 0 to 1.Simulated signals are shown in figure (1) in which the
original source signals are represented by S1,S2,S3 and mixture of these signals are denoted by Y1,Y2,Y3. In
www.iosrjournals.org
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our simulation VLF signals are previously corrupted by noise (from the sensor) therefore adding of noise
elements in these signals is not required.

Figure1. The original signals, their mixture and separation results by ICA

In proposed method the mixture of VLF signals have been preprocessed by FastICA
(www.research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/fastica) and whitening signals were calculated. These white signals are fed as
input in MFICA (www.isp.imm.dtu.dk/toolbox/ica) for denosing. The output of MFICA is the clean ICs. In this
way we are getting noise free Independent components from the simulated mixture of VLF signals. Figure (1)
shows separated and reconstructed signals(X1, X2, X3) estimated by the proposed method. It is clear from
figure (1) that used ICA algorithm retained the full shape of the VLF signals and removed unwanted noise as
well as increased the amplitude of reconstructed signal. It is more clear by the power spectrum density curve
(PSD) shown in figure (2) that the shape of both PSD curve (with and without ICA) are same only the amplitude
of all frequencies amplified .Not only that after the ICA treatment we found some sharp variation in the PSD
curve that cannot observed in the original signals PSD curves.

Figure2. The power spectrum density curve without ICA and with ICA of VLF signals
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In proposed method the mixture VLF signals have been preprocessed by FastICA
(www.research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/fastica) and whitening signals were calculated. These white signals are feed as
input in MFICA (www.isp.imm.dtu.dk/toolbox/ica) for denosing. The output of MFICA is the clean ICs. In this
way we are getting noise free Independent components from the simulated mixture of VLF signals.
Figure (1) shows separated and reconstructed signals(X1, X2, X3) estimated by the proposed method. It is clear
from figure (1) that used ICA algorithm retained the full shape of the VLF signals and remove unwanted noise
as well as increase the amplitude of reconstructed signal. It is more clear by the power spectrum density curve
(PSD) shown in figure (2) that the shape of both PSD curve (with and without ICA) are same only the amplitude
of all frequencies amplified .Not only that after the ICA treatment we found some sharp variation in the PSD
curve that cannot be observed in the original signals PSD curves.

Figure3. The Spectrogram without ICA (right side) and with ICA (left side) of VLF signals (encircle area
represents the enhancement and denoising).frequency in kHz and time in second.
Spectrograms play an important role in the study of VLF signals[40]because the fine structure of the
whistlers and the precise measurements of successive echoes in whistler echo –trains were important for study
of the propagation characteristics of whistler this can explore the quantitative information of exosphere that is
only possible by satisfactory spectrograms[37]. Therefore we plotted spectrograms of original and reconstructed
VLF signals that are shown in figure (3). It shows that after the treatment of our ICA denoising algorithm some
fine `structures are visualized and unwanted structures which are generated due to the non-Gaussian noise
disappeared from the spectrogram of the reconstructed signals. One of the interesting view in the last
spectrogram for signal X3 was that only the background noise is disappeared but the back side structure of
whistler (double structure) does not change this indicates that this whistler is non-ducted because double trace
indicates are whistler non-ducted and magnetospherically reflected near the satellite [34].Sometime this trace in
generated due to noise which leads to misconceptions about the non-ducted whistlers.
Signals

kurtosis

S1
S2
S3

7.6
22.4
24

SNR(in db)
Without
with
ICA
ICA
13..5
15.05
9.3
11.12
15.3
16.9

MSE

0.75
0.57
0.55

Table (1). Computed Kurtosis of VLF signals and Performance of ICA
www.iosrjournals.org
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Figure 4. The wavelet bicoherence analysis without ICA (upper panel) and with ICA (lower panel)
The bicoherence analysis is used for the study of nonlinear interaction and quadratic phase coupling
between two frequencies or waves. Spectrum broadening in VLF due to nonlinear interaction between the VLF
and Extremely Low frequency (ELF) is analysis by bicoherence[41].In order to compare the efficiency of ICA
preprocess, wavelet based bicoherence is directly applied to the VLF signals, without ICA preprocess and result
is plotted in figure (4) (upper plane) and with ICA preprocess plotted in lower plane .Comparing both we are
getting more peaks in higher frequency band in bicoherence maps after the ICA preprocessing which indicates
that ICA increase the non-Gaussianity of the signals. These results give better understanding for the study of
nonlinear interaction between higher frequencies band in VLF signals which are impossible in original signals.
High value of signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the indication of good quality of signal.VLF signals are very weak
signals therefore for the study of VLF signals improvement in SNR is very important [37].So for that we treated
consider signals with proposed method and calculate the SNR of this signals. After and before treatment by
proposed ICA ,calculated SNR of VLF is given in table (1).We found that SNR of VLF signals increase with
ICA preprocess that indicated toward the improvement in quality of this signals. The efficiency evaluation of
proposed algorithm for VLF signals is computed by MSE and we found that the value of MSE for these signals
is very small due to which we retain the original shape considering the VLF signals.

IV.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new approach of ICA for denoising the VLF signals. We use two
different ICA algorithms, FastICA and MFICA simultaneously. For the source (signals) separation, process of
whitening has obtained by FastICA while maximum a posteriori estimates are used for the mixing matrix and
the noise covariance. The analysis result shows that the proposed method is most efficient for the retrieval of the
non-Gaussian/Gaussian noise from the VLF signals and able to separate the non-stationary VLF signals.
To observe the results of proposed ICA algorithm based denosing of VLF signals we plotted
spectrogram and wavelet bicoherence map. We found that it improve the sharpness of spectrograms and
enhanced results of the wavelet bicoherence maps in high frequency band of VLF signals. The high SNR
conclude that it is an efficient technique for improving the quality of VLF signals. The lower values of MSE
focus on less distortions in the reconstructed signals. Thus we concluded that statistical method based ICA
algorithm is a robust tool for gaining better understanding of VLF signals.
In our study we have consider the different type of VLF whistler signals. We will also continue the
method with other VLF signals such as hiss, chorus, tweeks etc. One of the promising study shows that the VLF
www.iosrjournals.org
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spectra are computed onboard of DEMETER every 51.2 ms and cover the frequency range from 19.53 Hz to 20
kHz in 1024 channels evenly spaced by19.53 Hz and in ICE payload observed VLF data noise present due to the
parasite signals and it is increased toward the lower frequency level[6]. On the base of this study we will be
further develop a method in which we combine wavelet transform with ICA to decomposed the signal is many
frequency level and denoise at each level
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